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Bilingual education programs which foster litell-acy
first in the nother tongue and then in the second language, before
the second language is nsed as a medium of instruction, are °roving
to be successful in a number of locations around the world. Several
social, psychological, and pedagogical advantages result from this
bilingual education strategy. Such programs encourage community
understanding and support, minimize tne culture shock for the child
entering school, augment the child's sense of personal worth and
identity, develop the child's habit of academic success, and utilize
the child's fluency in his own language in learning the skills of
reading and writing. Conscious control of one's own language
facilitates the learning of a second language in the formal school
setting. New ideas can be introduced in the mother tongue; reading
ability facilitates the learning of a second language. In such
bilingual programs, literacy in the mother tongue is followed
immediately by learning to read and write in the second language.
(P41)
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No discussion of child language is complete without a consideration

of the special case of a second language accuired as a medium of instruction

in the pri3:lary school. It is the 1;hesis of this paper 'chat children who are

monolingual speLkers cf a minority language will, in -eneral, learn a second

language as a medium. of instruction more readily and more effectively

they are taught to read and write their own language first. Several progrolas

whose success support this point of view are described in section 1. Social,

psychological, and pedagogical factors that might explain this success are

discussed in section 2, as working hypotheses for further investigation.

1.1. Summary of bilinrual nrorrrams

For some years the Sumer Institute of Linguistics, Inc. has been

involved in a practical way with literacy in the mother tongue as a tool for

Pr/
second language learning, in the context of bilingual primary schools. SIL

has cooperated with the Peruvian Ministry of Education in the establishment

of Bilingual Schools in the Peruvian Jungle. The Institute has also provided

personnel for die development of a pilot program in Quechua in the Peruvian

highlands. In Hexico, members of SIL have produced materials for same of the

bilinc2;ual projects of the National Indian institute and the iiinistry of

C.) Education, and have had some share in the training of instructors (tpramotores1

In South Vietnam, SIL is under contract with the South Vietnaaese Government

)



.rw0111c0 ma berials and, brain teachers for the lli-,hlander :Lducabion

h.oject. in the world, the Ins Litute is participatilig in a nuLtber

of o'c.her silliD*.tr programs that are not yet far enough along for formal report.

1.1. The Peruvian Junle prog,ram. (Ratto 1955, Wise 1969)

l'rior to 1953 there were few schools available to Indians in the

PruvfLn fcw had very poor res-,114. It was difficult to

cbaff :-uch ::chool:;, isolated as they were fram 'civilization'. The Spanish

speakin:, teachrc had difficulty communicating with their Indian pupils. And

the pupils seldun learned more than amechanical ability to sound out Spanish

syllables and to write from dictation. They did not learn to speak Spanish,

nor to read it with understanding.

In 1953, a bilingual education program was established for the

jun,le Indians. Tea caers for the program were recruited from among the Indians

bhemselves. In su:imer courses at Yarinacocha they were taught to read and

write theii- own lanua:;e, to speak- :)panish, and the Spanish Primary curriculum

to Grade 2. .4hen they reached Grade 2 standard, they were given further train

ing in Spanish and pedagoav that prepared them to b egin teaching. Over a

period of years they talOit in their own villages during the school term,

and attended furbher training sessions during the long summer vacation. In

this fashion th::y complete their own primary education while in service.

In the village schools, the pupil spends his first two years be

corain7 fluent; in readily, and writing his own language and in learning to speak

Spanish. In his third year he completes the requirements of the Spanish school

!transition' year, which involves readinu, and writing Spanish. In his fourth
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year he enters the Peruvian Grade 1. In Grades 1 and 2 he follows the

regular Peruvian curriculua, but with diglot textbooks (with a .rernacular

translation of the Spanish material on each page.) In;Grades 3.6 the junEle

pupils follow the regular curriculum in Spanish only.

By 1969, 240 Indians of 20 different languae T,/-.oups, who had come

throug,h the bilingual program, were amployed by the .linistry of Public Edu-

cation as teachers in the jungle schools. Lany Indian children from mono-

lingual conanunities not only finished die Spanish primary school, but have

gone on to secondary school, and in a few cases to university. Others have

received vocational training that has fed back into economic improvements in

their home villages.

A point of major interest is the success of the program in teaching

Spanish. The children in this program enter Grade 3 (the first grade in which

Spanish is the only medium of instruction) competetive with Spanish children

at this level. It is of great significance that in most cases this competence

in S,.-Inish is gained in a non-Spanish speaking community, where the source

of Spanish is the school teacher. (Now of course, bilin[Lualiam is increasing

in the local comminities. In many places the present generation of school

children are the younger brothers and sisters, or the sons and daughters,

of previous pupils who are bilingual through the school program.)

1.2. The Peruvian Calechua Program. (D. Burns 1968, N. hurns 1970)

In the highlands of T?eru, where the Quechua Indians are located,

there were many more government schools than in the lowlands. However, no

more than 30% of the Quechua children of school age were normally enrolled

3
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In school. And the academic record of those who did attend was very poor.
monolingual

The/Quechua children as a rule, learned little Spanish. They tended to

repeat the transition year two or three times, and then to drop out in

discouragement. The government, in 1965, provided for the development of a

five year pilot project for the Quechua, similar to the bilingual program that

had proved so successful in the juhgle. In 1971 it has been decided to

expand this project to the remaining Quechua communities.

The Quechua program is shorter than the program in the jungle.

(Perhaps this is possible because the Quechua are more sophisticated, and

have more contact with the Spanish speaking population.) The pupils have

two years of Itransitionl. In the first year they learn to read and write

Quechua, and begin oral Spanish. In the second transition year they become

independent and fluent readers of Quechua, and learn to read and write Spanish,

completing the regular requirements of the transition curriculum. In the

First Grade, all materials are diglot Spanish and Quechua, but considerable

attention is paid to the Spanish so that the dhild is ready for an all

Spanish curriculum in Grade 2.

The success of this program can be seen in the reduction of

drolipouts, and in the fact that the children coming through the bilingual

program are all doing work above the average of those In the Spanish schools

who did not have bilingual education. The program has not been going long

enough to follow any pupil beyond the end of primary school.

1.3. Kexican programs. (Vasquez-Barrera 1953, Castro de la Fuente 1961,

Modiano 1968)

In Mexico, governuent schools tall8ht in Spanish have been available

to most of the Indian population for many years. These schools, however,

4
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have not effectively taught either spoken Spanish or literacy in Spanish

to monolingual Indians. In most Indian communities only a very small per

centage of the school age childien are actuaJJr enrolled in school.
1,1

ihe

usual pattern for those who do enroll is repetition of the preparatory grade

for two or three years, and then drop out without having learned to read

more than isolated syllables, and without having learned to speak Spanish.

It has been my observation, although I have no statistical studies to prove

it, that success in school usually depended on having learned Spanish outside

of school--as a house servant in a Spanish home, for eKample.

The first bilingual program was established in the Tarascan

group in 1939 under President eardenas. It ismported to have been highly

successful, but it was some time before a bilingual policy- was spread to

other Indian groups. At the present time there are bilingual schools being

operated by both the National Indian Institute and the Ministry of liklucation.

Both types ofschools use bilingual Indians as the instructors or Ipromotorest.

The program is less extensive than its Peruvian counterpart. It consists of

a single preyear in which the Indian children learn to speak some Spanish

and to read and write their own language before going on to the regular

Spanish schools.

Nancy Modiano (1968) reports on the success of the Indian Institute

schools in thc Tzotzil and Tzeltal languages in Chiapas hexico. She notes

that a significantly greater proportion of students in the Bilingual institute

Schools read with significantly greater comprehension in the national language

than pupils in the all Spanish schools.
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1.4. The Vietnam Highlander Education Program

he Highlander Education Program in South Vietnam has not yet been

reported in the literature, and the following summary is based on private

cannunications fram my colleagues who work in the program.

In 1967, USAID and the Sout Vietnamese Government contracted with

the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Inc. to provide materials and teacher

training in some of the Highland languages, in fulfillment of the governmentts

agreement that the Highlanders were to have three years of education in their

own languages. Previous to this project, the schools available to the

Highlanders were taught in Vietnamase. Teachers who spoke the Highland languages

were often assigned outside their hame area so that only rarely did a mono

lingual child 'nave a teacher that spoke his language. The performance of the
monolingual

/Highland children followed the typical pattern, with law enrollmentespecially

of girlsrepetiti3n of the same grade, and early dropouts with little

success in either literacy or language learning.

The Highlander Education Program provides for a preyear for all

Highland children, in which they learn to read and write their own language,

to speak some Vietnamese, and to control in their own language some of the

content material in arithmetic, hygiene, etc. "When they enter first grade,

they learn to read and write Vietnamese, they study the content subjects of

the regular Vietnamese curriculum fram textbooks in their awn language, and

they review same of the content material in oral Vietnamese lessons. In the

second grade all textbooks are diglot, and education is bilingual. In the

third grade the pupils move into a monolingual Vietnamese curriculum, except

for continued classes in their own language and culture as subjects.
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This program is still very new, and war conditions have prevented

the careful evaluation of each classroom that would have been desirable.

However, favorable results are already evident in increased enrollment,especially

of girls, and in lowered repetition rates. host of the,children who enter

complete the pre-year in a single year. There are scattered reports that

children entering first grade from the pre-year already know more Vietnamese

than is usual for children finishing first grade with Vietnamese as the mediula

of instruction. There are also by-products in community enthusiasyL for the

program, and a r.lore favorable attitude toward the schools on the part of the

monolinr;ual parents.

2. Yactors in the success of the bilinc;ual procrams.

It cannot be assumed, of course, that the high derroe of success

of the bilinual programs outlined here means that such a program is a panacea

for every multilingual school situation. It should be possible, however, to

make hypotheses as to the factors that explain that success, and to use these

hypotheses for further observation and research. I uould swTest the following

as a first approximation of such a list. Social and psycholoj_cal advantaes

of the bilingual progrlans include. 1) community understanding and support;

2) the minimization of culture shock for the child entering school; 3) aug.=

inentation of the child's sense of personal worth and identity; and 4) develop-

ment of the child's habit of academic success. Pedagogical and linguistic

advantages of literacy in both the mother tongue and the second language, before

the second language is used as a medilmlof instruction, include: 5) full

utilization of the child's fluency in his own language in learninr, the skills

ofreading and writing; 6) the contribution to second language learning of

focus on the mother tongue (a by-product of literacy); 7) the development
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of asic concents for the content subjects, in the mother tongue; 8) the

use of reading as a tool in second language learning.

2. 1 . Courj.itr under:.-;tandin:; and sunnort .

outf.-,tandinL; characteristic of the bilingual programs descriLed

in this paper is community support for them,. There may be several r easons for

th*s. ince 1.,eginirin instruction is in the languar,e of the :....enoLival pupils

ancl monoli:1;:ual uarcnts, the parents know what the children are lezIrning

can unders:;and wha.t going (Da in school. kt, the sol.y2 iic, oral

instruction in the second language pleases the parents thz.t are anxi.ous for
-their children to learn the prestige language. 2urthennore, the instructors

are drawn from the local corzimunity. In every case, the ideal bilin:7ual teacher

is considered to be one who speaks the vernacular as his own mother tonL;ue.

It is true thaL he must also know the second languagebut often his billualfsra

is via instruction in the second languar,e as part of his teacher trairdng.

?hese people are at home in the community and its culture, and are ahle to

reassure the parents and the community leaders as to the plans. and purposes

of the school.

2.2. Linimization of culture shock for the child enterinr, school.

One factor in the success of in.dividual children is the minis Li;ation

of culture shocl. at school entry. t is probable that most children experience

some shock in thc: transition from the relatively free pre-school environment

to Lhe i:ore rigid, fordIal, structured environment of the school. This shock

is especially trauuatic to children who are faced b-ith a foreign language

and forei(gn cultural values as well as the strangeness of the school environ-

8
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ment. In the bilingual schools described here, the shock ib limited to the

transition to the school environment. The first classes are taught in the

child's own language by teachers who share his .2_1tural values and customs.

His introduction to a new language, and to a new set of values, is gradual and

iS mediated constantly by a teacher who understands his struggle and is

sympathetic.

2.3. Aurmlentation of the child's sense of personal worth and identity.

This point is closely related to the previous one, but is not

identical with it. Ors- important element in the failure of children of the

ethnic minorities in the schools of the domina_at culture is undoubtedly their

loss of a sense of personal wordi. A child who is punished 2or spitting on

the floor or throwing stones may feel that he is being unjustly treated and

rebel, or may learn to conform. But a child who is punished for speaking

the only langua7e he knows can only believe that he is inherently bad or

inferior--for his language is an essential part of what he is. The teacher

who does not speak the child's language has no choice but to insist 4-hat he

use the dominant language-- and so in some measure punishes him for using his

own. This subtle alienation of the children does not happen in the

bilingual programs which are built on a respect for the child's language and

culture. The assurance of his own worth and identity nrovides a firm base

from which he =Ices the transition into a new language and participation in

a new culture.

2.4. Development of the child's habit of academic success.

School failures and dropouts are often blamed on a long history of

failure which has led to an expectation of continued failure. The child who
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fails completely in his early s choolwork is unlikely to become a great

success later. Such early failure is nearly inevitabie for a large percentage

of children who enter a school taught in a language they do not know. In the

bilingual schools, however, the child is conditioned to success not failure.

Learnin to read rnd write in his own languan-e is relatively easy Zor him,

and this earl:v- success leads him to expectand to obtain--success in the

more difficult transition to another language.

2.5. Full utilization of the child's fluencz in his own languar--)e in learning

the shills of readin7 and writing.

A person becomes literate only once in his lifetime. Learning to

read additional languages and scripts after the first one is a natter o2

enlarging his inventory of synbols and using his literacy skills in the context

of a new language structure. He can became literate, however, only in a

language that he speaks, as seen in my definition of literacy: That person

is literate who, in a language he speaks, can read and understand any thing

he 1Jould have understood if it had been spoken to him; and can write, so that

it can be read, anything he can say. (Gudschinsky 1970)

Goodman (1968) has described the reading process in a 1-;ay that

emphasizes Lhe role of the learner's oral language in reading. In his model,

the :)eginninr-, reader is seen as 1) taking an input of letter shapes, groups

of lettei.s, and word shapes, and 2) recoding them as phonemcs, groups of

phonemes, or word names, 3) mixing this with an aural input-- his knowledge

of bhe language and its patterns--to 4) further recode it as oral speech,

which he then 5) decodes for meaning.

10
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The child who learns to read first in his mother tongue can make

full use of his competence in the language. He recodes letters andword

shapes to the phonemes and words that he already knows and uses; his aural

input comes from a native speaker's control of the patterns of the language;

and his decoding process is in terms of familiar vocabulary and discourse

structure. To extend this basic lite..acy to a second language is a

relatively small task compared with the overwhelming difficulty of learning

to read for the first time in an unknown language.

2.6. The contribution to second language learnino- of focus on the mother

ton7ue.

Learning to read involves same conscious focus on the structure of

the language to be read. I-animally, the child learns to focus on the

phonemes represented by letters or letter patterns, and on the units

represented by orthographic words. In the readin:; method that I have been

developing, 'Ghe reader is taught to recognize the phonemes of his speech,

and the orthographic patterns of the written language, as contras:Give

substitutions within a pronounceable matrix (syllable or couplet). He uses

this recognition for recoding (or decoding) content words. Ee is taught to

recognize the furors (affixes, clitics, function words) at sight in the

context of grammatical structures at word or phrase level. This means that

the child develops considerable conscious control of the phonological and

grammatical structures of his own language. It is my conviction that this

conscious control of his own language is of value in learning a second language

in the formal school setting.
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Admittedly, this kind of control of a first language is not a

prereouisite for learning a second language by free and friendly association

with speakers of that second language. In the schools outlined here,

however, there were no such normal contacts,and the second language was

learned largely from the school teacher in formal classes. Where the

teaching depended on conscious focus on features of the second language,

practice in similar focus on the mother tongue facilitated the learning.

2.7. The developmentin the mother tongue, of basic concepts fc- the

content sub'ects.

Unfortunately, in the unnatural situation of the school, most

learning is not by doing and experiencing, but by rote memory and

verbalization. It is possible for an individual to do a great deal of

verbal learning which is only a manipulating of word tokens without meaning.

This is especially true in a language which the pupil does not know well.

he may learn to parrot the appropriate collocations of words, and yet have

no real notion of what is meant.

In the bilingual schools, the child is introduced to a wide range

of new ideas in his own language,for which he has adequate real world referents.

In most of the programs, he makes the transition to using the second language

slowly, with diglot texts and instruction in both languages. By-the time

he is working monolingually in theEecond language, he has a fair understanding

of what is being talked about, and a habit of exjpectinr, to understand the

words he is manipulating. :

12
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2.8. The use of reading-, as a tool in second lanr7ua[7e learning.

Uhen it is necessary to learn a second language from a single

teacher, there is a serious limit on how much the language can bc heard and

practiced in normal speech contexts. The use o2 kr.c.ien material can

substantially increase the child's exposure to the languoge, and enhances his

chances of learnir.g it. In the bilingual programs, literacy in the mother

tongue is

language.

learning

orally.

followed Immediately by learning to reaci and wTito in theJscond
(ex.capt trt Ale,Ccav, ?r-ogr-o-vv,$)

Thereafter the child has diglot materialst,twhich help him in

the second language--reinforcing and expandin what he learns
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3. Conclusion.

This paper, with its observational reporting and its preliminary

hypotheses, can only be taken as a starting point for more rigorous

research. .2here is a need for more studies like Ebdiano's (1968) to

quantify and confirm the nature and degree of the success of the bilingual

prog:rams.

It has been said that nobody has ever taught a languaL;e to a

small child. There is need, therefore, for a careful study of what happens

in the bilingual schoolshaw do the children learn the second language?

In this connection, there is need of specific studies of the role in

language learning of conscious control of the structure of the mother tongue,

and of the usefulness of reading. There is also need for research that

compares the processes of learning language in terms of well known concepts,

and of learning language and new concepts simultaneously.

It is hypothesized here that literacy in thenother tongue

minimizes culture shock, and augments the child's sense of worth and

his expectaion of success. There is need for research into the relative

usefulness of mother tongue literacy for this purpose, versus other less

costly strategies.

14
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